
Sung Tak Wong Kin Sheung Memorial School 

40th Anniversary English Writing Competition (Primary 1 and 2) 

 

Name:__________________________ (     )          Class: ______ 

  

Topic: My Favourite ________ in WKS 
  

(Word limit: Not more than 80 words) 

 

We are so glad to have you in our WKS family. Do you enjoy the school 

life? What is your favourite thing/ person in our school? You may write 

about the following items: 

 

 My favourite person (Principal/ teacher/ friend/ classmate…) or 

 My favourite place (basketball court/ library/ tuck shop…) or 

 My favourite events (Sports Day/ Open Day/ the school picnic…) or 

 Other possible ideas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Draw a picture or stick a photo in the box above.) 

Terms and conditions: 

1. If the participant is found to have violated the terms of the competition or copyright, the entry will 

be disqualified. 

2. Copyright of all entries belongs to the school. We have the right to duplicate, publish or adopt the 

entries for any other purposes. 



Topic: My Favourite ________ in WKS 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Sung Tak Wong Kin Sheung Memorial School 

40th Anniversary English Writing Competition (Primary 3 and 4) 

 

Name:__________________________ (     )          Class: ______ 

  

Poem: I LOVE WKS 
 

(Word limit: Not more than 120 words) 

 

We are so glad to have you in our WKS family. What do you like about 

our school? You may write about the following items: 

 

 A poem with not less than 3 verses; or 

 An acrostic poem with the first letters of a total of 8 lines spell out   

‘I LOVE WKS’ 

 (You are encouraged to write a poem with rhymes.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Draw a picture or stick a photo in the box above.) 

Terms and conditions: 

1. If the participant is found to have violated the terms of the competition or copyright, the entry will 

be disqualified. 

2. Copyright of all entries belongs to the school. We have the right to duplicate, publish or adopt the 

entries for any other purposes. 
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 Poem: I LOVE WKS 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

   __________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Sung Tak Wong Kin Sheung Memorial School 

40th Anniversary English Writing Competition (Primary 5 and 6) 

 

Name:__________________________ (     )          Class: ______ 

  

Topic: Time flies like a shooting star… 
 

(Word limit: Not more than 200 words) 

 

Time flies and you are now a Primary 5/ 6 student. Were there any 

precious memories you would like to share with us? You may write about 

the following items: 

 

 Precious/ unforgettable/ wonderful memories; or 

 Things you would like to thank the school or your teachers for; or 

 Other possible ideas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Draw a picture or stick a photo in the box above.) 

Terms and conditions: 

1. If the participant is found to have violated the terms of the competition or copyright, the entry will 

be disqualified. 

2. Copyright of all entries belongs to the school. We have the right to duplicate, publish or adopt the 

entries for any other purposes. 



Topic: Time flies like a shooting star…  

 

    Time flies like a shooting star___________________ 

____________________________________________ 
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